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Abstract 

Examining sentiments in social media 
poses a challenge to natural language 
processing because of the intricacy and 
variability in the dialect articulation, noisy 
terms in form of slang, abbreviation, 
acronym, emoticon, and spelling error 
coupled with the availability of real-time 
content. Moreover, most of the knowledge-
based approaches for resolving slang, 
abbreviation, and acronym do not consider 
the issue of ambiguity that evolves in the 
usage of these noisy terms. This research 
work proposes an improved framework for 
social media feed pre-processing that 
leverages on the combination of integrated 
local knowledge bases and adapted Lesk 
algorithm to facilitate pre-processing of 
social media feeds. The results from the 
experimental evaluation revealed an 
improvement over existing methods when 
applied to supervised learning algorithms 
in the task of extracting sentiments from 
Nigeria-origin tweets with an accuracy of 
99.17%. 

1 Introduction 

Sentiment Analysis is being used to automatically 
detect speculations, emotions, opinions, and 
evaluations in social media content (Thakkar and 
Patel, 2015). Unlike carefully created news and 
other literary web contents, social media streams 
present various difficulties for analytics algorithms 
because of their extensive scale, short nature, 

slang, abbreviation, grammatical and spelling 
errors (Asghar et al., 2017). Most of the 
knowledge-based approaches for resolving these  
noisy terms do not consider the issue of ambiguity 
that evolves in their usage (Sabbir et al., 2017). 
These challenges, which inform this research 
work, make it necessary to seek improvement on 
the performance of existing solutions for pre-
processing of social media streams (Carter et al., 
2013; Ghosh et al., 2017; Kuflik et al., 2017). 

Due to language complexity, analysing 
sentiments in social media presents a challenge to 
natural language processing (Vyas and Uma, 
2018). Moreover, social media content is 
characterized with a short length of messages, use 
of dynamically evolving, irregular, informal, and 
abbreviated words. These make it difficult for 
techniques that build on them to perform 
effectively and efficiently (Singh and Kumari, 
2016; Zhan and Dahal, 2017). 

The short nature of social media streams 
coupled with no restriction in the choice of 
language has informed the usage of abbreviation, 
slang, and acronym (Atefeh and Khreich, 2015; 
Kumar, 2016). These noisy but useful terms have 
their implicit meanings and form part of the rich 
context that needs to be addressed in order to fully 
make sense of social media streams (Bontcheva 
and Rout, 2014). Just like there is ambiguity in the 
use of normal language there is also ambiguity in 
the usage of slang/abbreviation/acronym because 
they often have context-based meanings, which 
must be rightly interpreted in order to improve the 
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results of social media analysis. There is a dearth 
of social media streams preprocessing geared at 
resolving slang, abbreviation and acronym as well 
as ambiguity issues that erupt as a result of their 
usage (Mihanovic et al., 2014; Matsumoto et al., 
2016).  

2 Related Work 

Many researchers have studied the effect and 
impact of pre-processing (which ranges from 
tokenization, removal of stop-words, 
lemmatization, fixing of slangs, redundancy 
elimination) on the accuracy of result of techniques 
building on them for sentiment analysis and 
unanimously agreed that when social media stream 
data are well interpreted and represented, it leads 
to significant improvement of sentiment analysis 
result.  

Haddi et al. (2013) presented the role of text pre-
processing in sentiment analysis. The pre-
processing stages include removal of HTML tags, 
stop word removal, negation handling, stemming, 
and expansion of abbreviation using pattern 
recognition and regular expression techniques.  
The problem here is that representing abbreviation 
based on co-occurrence does not take care of 
ambiguity. The impact of pre-processing methods 
on Twitter sentiment classification was explored by 
Bao et al. (2014) by using the Stanford Twitter 
Sentiment Dataset. The result of the study showed 
an improvement in accuracy when negation 
transformation, URLs feature reservation and 
repeated letters normalization is employed while 
lemmatization and stemming reduce the accuracy 
of sentiment classification. In the same vein, Uysal 
and Gunal (2014) and Singh and Kumari (2016) 
investigated the role of text pre-processing and 
found out that an appropriate combination of pre-
processing tasks improves classification accuracy. 

Smailovic et al. (2014) and Ansari et al. (2017) 
investigated sentiments analysis on twitter dataset. 
Their pre-processing method along with 
tokenization, stemming and lemmatization 
includes replacement of user mention, URLs, 
negation, exclamation, and question marks with 
tokens. Letter repetition was replaced with one or 
two occurrences of the letter. From the result of 
their experiments, it was concluded that pre-
processing twitter data improves techniques 
building on them.  

The pre-processing method adopted by Ouyang 
et al. (2017) and Ramadhan et al. (2017) includes 

deletion of URLs, mentions, stop-words, 
punctuation, and stemming. Ramadhan et al. 
(2017) added the handling of slang conversion in 
their work although the authors did not state how 
the slang conversion was done. Jianqiang and 
Xiaolin (2017) discussed the effect of pre-
processing and found that expanding acronyms and 
replacing negation improve classification while 
removal of stop-words, numbers or URLs do not 
yield any significant improvement. On the 
contrary, Symeonidis et al. (2018) evaluated 
classification accuracy based on pre-processing 
techniques and found out that removing numbers, 
lemmatization, and replacing negation improve 
accuracy. Zhang et al. (2017) presented Arc2Vec 
framework for learning acronyms in twitter using 
three embedding models. However, the authors did 
not take care of contextual information. From the 
review, most research efforts have not been 
directed towards the handling all of 
slang/abbreviation/acronym as well as resolving 
ambiguity in the usage of noisy terms based on 
contextual information. 

3 Methodology 

3.1 Data Collection 

The dataset (referred to as Naija-tweets in this 
paper) was extracted from tweets of Nigeria origin. 
The dataset focused on politics in Nigeria. A user 
interface was built around an underlying API 
provided by Twitter to collect tweets based on 
politics-related keywords such as “politics”, 
“governments”, “policy”, “policymaking”, and 
“legislation”. The total tweets extracted was 
10,000. These were manually classified into 
positive (1) or negative (0) by three experts in 
sentiment analysis. 80% was used as training data 
while 10% was used as test data and 10% for dev 
set. The general preprocessing method (GTPM), 
Arc2Vec Framework and the proposed 
preprocessing method (PTPM) are depicted in 
figure 1 (a), (b) and (c) respectively.  

3.2 Data Preprocessing 
From the data stream collected, Tags, URLs, 
mentions and non-ASCII characters were 
automatically removed using a regular expression. 
This was followed by tokenization and 
normalization. Thereafter, slangs, abbreviation, 
acronyms, and emoticons were filtered from the 
tweets using corpora of English words in natural 
language toolkit (NLTK). The filtered 
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slangs/abbreviation/acronyms are then passed to 
the Integrated Knowledge Base (IKB) for further 
processing.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3.3 Data Enrichment 
The IKB is an API centric resource that 
communicates with three (3) internet sources 
which are Naijalingo, Urban dictionary, and 
Internetslang.com. Naijalingo is included in order 
to take care of adulterated English commonly 
found in social media feeds in Nigeria and some 
parts of Anglophone West Africa. Moreover, the 
presence of Naijalingo is very important in order to 
resolve ambiguity in the usage of 
slang/abbreviation/acronym in tweets originated 
from Nigeria.  

The PTPM framework will allow the 
integrations of any other local knowledge base that 
may suit some other contexts in order to capture 
slang/abbreviation/acronym that has locally 
defined meaning. The IKB API is also responsible 
for slang/abbreviation/acronym disambiguation, 
spelling correction and emoticon replacement. The 
IKB is to cater for slangs, abbreviation or 
acronyms, and emoticons found in tweets and to 
provide a single platform where all these 
knowledge sources can be easily referenced. About 
two million slang/abbreviation/acronym and 
emoticons terms were crawled from these 
knowledge sources and stored on MongoDB.  All                                                                                                                    
lexicons that were used for the enrichment of the 
collected tweets in the IKB were derived from 
Naijalingo, Urban dictionary, and Internet slang 
knowledge sources. A lexicon of noisy terms 
(slang/acronym/abbreviation) in the IKB has four 
elements which are (1)  
slang/acronym/abbreviation term, (2) a descriptive 
phrase, (3) example (i.e. how it is being used) and 
(4) related terms from the three knowledge 
sources. Each term can have multiple entries which 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
imply that each term can be associated with any 
number of descriptive phrases. Each term is seen 
as a key-value pair where each term is the key and 
a network of associated descriptive phrases 
represent the value.  
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Figure 1a: General Textual Preprocessing Method
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Figure 1c: Proposed Textual Preprocessing Method 
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3.4 Resolving Ambiguity in 
Slang/Abbreviation/Acronym 

The next stage is to extract meanings of 
slang/abbreviation/acronym terms from IKB. 
Ambiguous slang/abbreviation/acronym terms 
were resolved by leveraging adapted Lesk 
algorithm based on the context in which they 
appear in the tweet. For ambiguous 
slang/abbreviation/acronym, there is a need to 
obtain the best sense from the pool of various 
definitions in the IKB based on how it is used in 
the tweet (see Listing 1).  

Usage examples (st) with a total number, n, 
mapped to various definitions of the 
slang/abbreviation/acronym term (sabt) that is to 
be interpreted are extracted from the IKB, where 
there are no usage examples mapped to definitions 
for a particular sabt in the ikb, the definitions are 
used instead. The tweet (sjk) in which this 
slang/abbreviation/acronym term appears and the 
extracted usage examples (st) is represented as a set 
data structure. After this, intersection operation 
between the tweet and each of the usage examples 
(relatedness(st,sjk)) is performed. Then the usage 
example (sti) with the highest intersection value 
(best_score) is selected. A lookup of the meaning 
attached to the selected usage example from the 
IKB is performed (map sense_i with definition), 
the definition is then used to replace the slang in 
the tweet as the best possible semantically 
meaningful elaboration of each 
slang/abbreviation/acronym based on how it is 
being used in the tweet.   

3.5 Feature Extraction 
For feature extraction, a total of 3,000 unigrams 
and 8,000 bigrams were used for vector 
representation. Each tweet was represented as a 
feature vector of these unigrams and bigrams. For 
convolutional neural network, Glove twitter 27B 
200d was used for the dataset vector 
representation. 

4 Result 

The proposed PTPM framework was benchmarked 
with the General Textual Pre-processing Method 
(GTPM) and Arc2Vec Framework by running 
them on three classifiers. The GTPM (i.e. general 
pre-processing method) does not take care of 
slang/abbreviation/acronym ambiguity issue while 
that   of  Arc2Vec  framework  only  took  care  of  

Listing 1. Adapted Lesk Pseudocode 

Input: tweet text 
Output: enriched tweet text 
// Procedure to disambiguate ambiguous  
// slang/acronyms/abbreviation in tweets  
// by adapting Lesk algorithm over usage  
// examples of slangs/acronym/abbreviation  
// found in the integrated knowledge base (ikb) 
Notations: 
 slngs: slangs; acrs: acronyms; abbrs: abrreviations 
 sab: slang/acronym/abbreviation;  
 sabt: slang/acronym/abbreviation term  
 st: ith usage example of target word sabt found in the   
 ikb 
procedure disambiguate_all_slngs/acrs/abbrs 
        for all sab(word) in input do //the input is the 
 //extracted slang/abbreviation/acronym 
 //from tweet 
 best_sense=disambiguate_each_   
  slng/acr/abbr(sabt) 
                display best_sense 
        end for 
end procedure 
function disambiguate_each_ slng/acr/abbr(sabt) 

// target word represent  
//slang/acronym/abbreviation in the tweet 

            st → ith usage example of target word sabt 
 found in the ikb 
            sjk → the current tweet being processed 
 sense  → { s1, s2, …sn | m ≧1}  // sense 
 is the set of senses of st found in the ikb 

 
for all st of the target word sabt do 

// sti is the ith usage example of target 
 //word sabt found in the ikb 

  score i = 0 
  for i= 1 to n do  
   // n is the total number of 
   //usage examples for each                            
             //slang/acronym/abbreviation 
   //in tweet 
   for sjk of word sabt           
             temp_score k =  
             relatedness(st,sjk) 
            end for 
            best_score =  
   max(temp_score) 
             score i += best_score 
  end for 

end for 
return si ∈ Sense 
// si is the ith  usage example from the ikb that 
best matches  
// slang/acronym/abbreviation in the tweet  
map si with defi (where defi ∈ definition) 
replace sabt in tweet with defi 

end function 
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Acronym. The classifiers used for the 
benchmarking were support vector machine 
(SVM), multi-layer perceptron (MLP), and 
convolutional neural networks (CNN) to extract 
sentiments from tweets. The essence of running 
both the general pre-processing method – GTPM, 
Arc2Vec framework, and the proposed SMFP 
framework on the classifiers was to compare the 
results of capturing of 
slangs/acronym/abbreviation and resolving 
ambiguity in social media streams 
slang/acronym/abbreviation have been undertaken, 
and whether it has not been undertaken. The goal 
is to ascertain the impact of this on the algorithms 
building on them. The result of the sentiment 
classification of naija_tweets dataset is shown in 
Tables 1 and 2  
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GTPM SVM 77.50 67.50 72.50 
Arc2Vec 66.97 66.58 66.32 
PTPM 80.00 70.00 87.50 
GTPM MLP 74.80 93.00 99.00
Arc2Vec 62.78 90.36 75.04 
PTPM 75.00 95.00 99.00 

 
In Table 1, the result of the experiment did not 

only reveal that the PTPM outperformed the 
GTPM and Arc2Vec but there is also an 
improvement in the accuracy of the result obtained. 
This underscores the importance of using a 
localized knowledge base in pre-processing social 
media feeds to fully capture the noisy terms that are 
domiciled in the social media feeds originating 
from a particular location. 
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GTPM CNN 97.78 97.78 94.72 93.61 
Arc2Vec 83.00 93.00 73.4 70.74 
PTPM 99.17 98.61 96.94 93.33 

 
The result presented in Table 2 also supports our 

argument that there should be the inclusion of 
localized knowledge source in pre-processing 

social media feeds originating from a specific 
location in order to better interpret 
slang/abbreviation/acronym emanating from such 
social media feeds content. It is also worthy to note 
that convolutional neural networks performed 
better than support vector machines and multilayer 
perceptron algorithms in tweet sentiment analysis 
with the accuracy of 99.17%. 

5 Conclusion 

This paper provides an improved approach to pre-
processing of social media streams by (1) 
integrating localized knowledge sources as 
extension to knowledge-based approaches, (2) 
capturing the rich semantics embedded in slangs, 
abbreviation and acronym, and (3) resolving 
ambiguity in the usage of slangs, abbreviation and 
acronym to better interpret and understand social 
media streams content. The result shows that in 
addition to normal preprocessing techniques of the 
social media stream, understanding, interpreting 
and resolving ambiguity in the usage of 
slangs/abbreviation/acronyms lead to improved 
accuracy of algorithms building on them as evident 
in the experimental result. 
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